HOST BASED STORAGE PERFORMANCE TIER FOR VMWARE
TO ACCELERATE THE PERFORMANCE OF SAN BASED STORAGE APPLIANCES
Reasons for storage I/O bottleneck in virtualized data centers
In virtualized data centers storage I/O to shared storage is often a bottleneck. This is especially so if latency sensitive applications like VDI or high throughput applications like relational databases, analytics, search engines, ERP
applications, are deployed in VMs.
The reasons for this are listed below:
a. Disk speeds and latencies have not kept up with improvements in CPU, memory, network and bus speeds.
b. Storage array controllers could be a bottleneck as well. Typically a single pair of redundant controllers fronts
		 a large number of disks. And there are only a limited number of drives and limited amount of I/O bandwidth
		 that such a controller pair can support.
c. Virtualization has resulted in greater utilization of server resources, resulting in increased I/O to networked
		 storage.
d. I/O blender - In virtualized servers, by the time sequential I/O from each VM gets through the hypervisor, it
		 gets interspersed with I/O from other VMs on the same host, and so the I/O pattern out of the virtualized host
		 becomes very random. Since disk performance deteriorates rapidly with random I/O, this reduces storage
		 performance further.

The reason for our focus on VMware
In the case of virtualized server hardware (versus bare-metal servers), because of higher application density on
each physical server, storage performance issues are more pronounced. Since VMware has the dominant share of
the virtualization market, it was obvious that VMware be our platform of choice.

Using in-VMware host Flash or RAM to solve storage I/O bottleneck
From a cost/MBps throughput and cost/millisecond latency point of view, Flash memory (SSD) is the ideal media
for solving storage throughput and latency issues for random workloads, as is the case with VMware workloads.
RAM is an even higher performing media, however it’s much more expensive than Flash, and often times host
RAM itself is a constrained resource. But if one does have spare in-VMware host RAM, it should definitely be
used as cache media either exclusively or if adequate quantity of spare RAM is not available, in combination with
an in-VMware host SSD.
Secondly, cache media in the VMware host is the ideal place in the storage I/O path to solve the storage bottleneck issue versus cache media in the storage appliance, because host side cache media is right on the motherboard of the VMware host CPU that consumes ‘hot’ data, and it’s connected to the host CPU via a high speed
memory bus or a PCIe bus. In comparison cache media in the storage appliance is behind storage controllers and
behind the network.
Note: All references to in-VMware host cache media in the below sections apply to in-VMware host SSD, RAM,
and the newer persistent memory, since VirtuCache can cache to any of these media types in a VMware host.

Use of caching software with in-VMware host RAM or Flash
Caching software in Operating Systems has been in use for decades. We decided to apply these same time tested
concepts to the relatively newer domain of virtualized servers that use networked storage, with in-host Flash
and/or RAM as the caching media.
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VIRTUNET SYSTEMS’ VIRTUCACHE IMPROVES STORAGE PERFORMANCE OF VMWARE
VirtuCache is kernel mode software for VMware that clusters together any in-VMware host SSDs (and/or host
RAM) installed across hosts in a VMware cluster and then caches frequently and recently used data (both reads
and writes) from any SAN based storage appliance to this clustered pool of host based high speed media. Subsequently, by automatically serving more and more data from in-VMware host caching media, VirtuCache substantially improves storage performance of our customer’s existing storage appliance, thus improving the performance of applications running within VMs and increasing the density of VMs running on each host, without
requiring an expensive upgrade to SSD based storage appliances.

Accelerating reads
All read requests from VMs are intercepted by VirtuCache software in the VMware kernel. VirtuCache first
looks up the local cache media for this data. If the data is in the in-VMware host cache media, it is served to the
VM from there (called ‘cache hit’). If the data is not in the in-host cache media, the I/O path proceeds along its
original course, and VMware retrieves the data from the backend LUN/Volume. At that point VirtuCache copies
the data to the in-VMware host cache media as well. Subsequently if the same data is requested again by any VM
on the host, it is now served from the local in-host cache media, instead of from the backend storage appliance.
In this way VirtuCache accelerates read operations by serving up more and more data from in-host cache media.

Accelerating writes
All writes from VMs are written to the in-host cache media without synchronously writing to the backend storage appliance. By writing only to the in-host cache media, writes are substantially accelerated, however the fact
that we are not synchronously committing the writes to the backend storage appliance introduces the risk of data
loss in case the local host were to fail. To guard against this possibility, VirtuCache protects the local cache by
replicating (mirroring) the writes across hosts in a VMware cluster.

Cache replication to protect against local host failure
One of the main benefits of clustering cache media across VMware hosts is being able to mirror the write cache
across VMware hosts in a distributed fashion. The administrator specifies the number (0, 1, or 2) of copies of
write cache that need to be on separate hosts for each local write cache in the cluster. We call this a ‘write replica’. The number of write replicas indicates the maximum number of node failures that can be sustained before
there is data loss in the cluster. If an administrator chooses to keep, say, one write replica, VirtuCache automatically replicates the dirty writes to cache media on one additional VMware host in the same cluster. We default
to using the vMotion network for such replication. However a separate network can be configured as well. Reads
are not replicated since the backend storage appliance is always consistent as far as reads go. In the event of a
host failure, VirtuCache syncs the backend storage appliance with backup copy of the write cache from another
host (write replica).
Also, at no point in time will more than two minutes of dirty writes (dirty writes are writes in the in-host cache
that have not yet been synced with backend storage) be stored on the in-host cache media. This is to avoid network congestion if a host were to fail. If a host fails, VirtuCache will immediately sync write replica data (stored
on other hosts in the cluster) for all the VMs on the failed host, to the backend SAN appliance, and we don’t want
large amounts of write replica data flushed over the SAN to choke the network, hence the 2 minute time limit
for dirty write data. The 2 minutes are calculated in terms of SAN speed, so if the SAN speed is, say, 100MBps,
the 2 minutes of dirty writes works out to 12GB of data.
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Syncing dirty writes to backend storage
VirtuCache has a background task that continuously syncs dirty writes to the backend SAN storage. VirtuCache
adjusts the speed and frequency at which dirty writes are synced based on latency of the SAN and storage appliance, so as not to choke the SAN by trying to sync too quickly.

Flow control to prevent write intensive VMs from taking over the cache media
Since the amount of cache media installed in VMware hosts will typically be a small percentage of the total LUN
capacity of the backend storage appliance, care needs to be taken to prevent write intensive VMs from using up
the entire cache media. VirtuCache allows bursty writes from VMs to be written to the cache media at native
write speeds of the cache media without synchronously syncing the data to the backend disk. However if there
is prolonged write intensive activity from only a few VMs, VirtuCache flow control feature throttles back write
speeds to the in-host cache. This helps ensure fair allocation of in-host cache capacity to other VMs on the host
and ensures orderly de-staging of writes from the cache media to the backend LUN.

Keeping the cache ‘fresh’
All writes from VMs are first written only to the cache media, without synchronously committing the writes to
the backend SAN appliance. Regarding reads, as blocks are read from back-end appliance by the VMs, they are
immediately copied to the in-host cache media. The reason we do this is because the chances of a block that has
been read once being read again is much higher than other blocks.
We use a combination of Least Recently Used (LRU) and First-in-First-Out (FIFO) algorithms to evict older data
with newer data in cache, much like how traditional Operating Systems have been using these algorithms for diskto-memory caching.

VIRTUCACHE DIFFERENTIATORS VERSUS OTHER HOST SIDE CACHING VENDORS
VirtuCache is the highest performance host side SAN acceleration solution on the market. It also has the lowest
management overhead. In the sections below, we explain the reasons for both:

1. High Performance
a. Accelerate writes and reads: We accelerate both read and write operations. Most of our competition accel		 erates only reads. The fact that our competition does not accelerate writes means that in their case, reads
		 that are behind writes on the same thread will not be accelerated, slowing down both reads and writes.
b.
		
		
		

Kernel mode software: We are unique in the VMware space because all I/O handling is done in the VMware
kernel, we intercept block I/O requests and make all caching decisions in the VMware kernel. The fact that
there is no storage IO traversing the user space-kernel space boundary makes our software much higher
performing than our competitors’ software that resides in the VMware user space.

c. Ours is a block level caching software. Block level caching is lower overhead than file level caching, since it
		 works at a lower level in the software stack than the file system.
d. VirtuCache overhead is less than 2%. There is less than 2% deterioration in performance when VirtuCache
		 uses the SSD as cache media versus when the same SSD is used as primary storage, meaning that if you were
		 to provision a Datastore on this SSD, and, say, Iometer running within a VM on this Datastore showed
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400MBps throughput, if you were to now use the same SSD as cache media with VirtuCache, you would see
very close to 400MBps throughput when the cache is fully warm.

e. We have shown 5-20X I/O acceleration with TPC-C, TPC-H, Sqlio, Iometer, and Fio benchmark tests, and
		 3-7X improvement in VM densities at customers. The faster the in-host cache media and slower the SAN,
		 the higher is the performance multiplier with VirtuCache.

2. Minimal Administrative Overhead
a. Fully automatic caching: We think that automatic caching of data with no human involvement is the ideal
		 way to do caching. This has been validated by the fact that most Operating Systems have been successfully
		 caching hard disk data to memory in an automated fashion for the past few decades.
b.
		
		
		
		
		

Caching policy at the Datastore level: With VirtuCache you assign caching policy at the Datastore level and
all the VMs in that Datastore automatically inherit this policy. You can of course override Datastore level
caching policy at the VM level, by explicitly assigning VM(s) a caching policy that’s different from what the
VM(s) inherited from its Datastore. We chose to cache at the Datastore level by default, because in most
VMware deployments there are far fewer Datastores than there are VMs, and hence it is less burdensome
to assign a caching policy to a handful of Datastores than to hundreds of VMs.

		
		
		
		
		

On the other hand, with the other caching solutions on the market, the administrator needs to assign
caching policies at the vDisk or the VM level. This gets onerous if there are large number of VMs. Also in
case of non-persistent VDI, vDisk or VM level policies don’t work, since every time a user logs in, a new
VDI VM with new vDisk(s) is created, and hence caching policies need to be applied all over again. For this
same reason other host side caching vendors don’t support Instant Clones or Appvolumes.

c. Without any administrative overhead, we seamlessly support all VMware’s advanced features – Snapshots
		 (and snapshot based backup software like Veeam), DRS, vMotion, High Availability, Storage vMotion, SAN
		 based stretched clusters, and VDI with all associated features like Appvolumes, Instant Clones, and Linked
		Clones.

Summary
Our main design goals were to make VirtuCache high performance and zero overhead.
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Figure 1: VirtuCache deployment across a VMware cluster
VirtuCache consists of two software components – Driver software installed in the hypervisor layer of VMware
vSphere hosts, and one VirtuCache Management VM per vCenter to manage all the VirtuCache Driver software
instances installed in hosts managed by that vCenter. The Management VM enables the VirtuCache GUI and is not
in the storage IO path.
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